HOW TO USE VELETTÀ

Cleansing Oil
Warm 5-10 drops of Cleansing Oil between

Velettà Youthful Glow AHA Radiance
Treatment

your hands.

Smooth one or two pumps over clean skin (avoiding eyes

Press hands to your face and neck, allowing the oil

and lips) at night.

to melt into your skin.

Leave to penetrate the skin for a few minutes before

Use firm, upwards strokes to ensure that the oil

smoothing on Velettà Rejuvenating Oil or Velettà

covers your entire face.

Nourishing Moisturiser.

Remove with a warm, damp cloth.

Leave on overnight. Repeat 1-3 times a week.

If you’re wearing heavy makeup, repeat the above

For particularly sensitive skin, leave on for 5-10 minutes

steps to ensure skin is completely clean.

and rinse off.

Apply Velettà Rejuvenating Oil.

Rejuvenating Oil
After cleansing your face, warm a few drops of
Rejuvenating Oil between your hands.
Press your hands to your face and neck, allowing
the oil to melt into your skin.

Sunburn Alert:
Lactic acid is an Alpha Hydroxy Acid and may increase
your skin’s sensitivity to the sun. Always use sunscreen,
wear protective clothing, and limit sun exposure while
using this product.
*It is advisable to conduct a patch test before using
this product for the first time. Do not use it if your skin

Nourishing Moisturiser

is peeling or compromised. Discontinue use if skin

Apply the Nourishing Moisturiser to clean skin and

becomes irritated.

massage it into your face and neck, so that the
Seal in the moisture by smoothing a few drops of

Velettà Youthful Glow Intensive Hydrating
Treatment

Velettà Rejuvenating Oil over your face.

Apply one or two pumps to clean, damp skin.

moisturiser is completely absorbed.

Smooth on Velettà Rejuvenating Oil or Velettà Nourishing
Moisturiser.
Leave on overnight. Use daily or whenever your skin is
feeling dehydrated or undernourished.

